
VILLAGE OF HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK 
TRANSPORTATION WORKING GROUP 

REGULAR MEETING 
June 27, 2018 

 
 
A regular meeting was held by the Transportation Working Group on Tuesday, June 27, 2018 at 
7:30 p.m. in the Hastings Village Hall.   
 
PRESENT: Jeanette Sawyer Cohen (Chair), Richard Bass, Amy Lamberti, Matt Hobby, Chris 
Thomas, Jim Nolan, Trustee Georgia Lopez, Village Manager Fran Frobel 

Signage Issue 
Fran mentioned the difficulty of having Greenburg’s sign shop creating the signs. If there is no 
movement, Chairperson Cohen offered to call Greenburgh Town Supervisor Paul Feiner to see 
if there’s a way to solve the problem. Signs on speed zones included.  
 
James Street Update 
Town Supervisor Frobel was unsure if speed bumps were to be created or not. The TWG 
pointed out as reported by Chief of Police Vasalli, the Fire Dept. said no to speed bumps as they 
believe they present a safety hazard by delaying response time. Chair Sawyer Cohen and Chris 
Thomas are concerned that volume of cars, not speed, is the primary problem, and wonders if 
the engineers at Sam Schwartz can approach the street more from this POV. Mr. Frobel to 
arrange a meeting with Schwartz, SC and TWG to jointly discuss.  
 
Ravensdale-Jackson Bridge Review 
Trustee Lopez reported that State DOT needs our comments by Friday. Richard reported that 
they have our comments, no new ones to come but Richard will send summary. Bicycle lanes 
also discussed—Mr. Frobel reported that the state understands the village’s desire for them and 
is going to have another look. 
 
Washington-Olinda Sidewalk Update 
Fran reported his efforts to write a grant to have fixed/pedestrian bridge installed. Fran asked 
for a letter of support from the group. Fran to send the group info, Chair Sawyer Cohen to write.  
 
Summary Sunset Document 
Will look at draft by Richard and discuss next meeting.  
 
Next meeting 

The next meeting will be held at 7:30-9:30 pm on Wednesday, June 27, 2018.   

 
ADJOURNMENT 
Chair adjourned the regular meeting at 8:59 p.m. 
 


